MX200 SERIES
Plantronics® MX200 Series Mobile Headsets

Lightweight and comfortable
with wind-noise reduction
Experience the hands-free convenience and freedom of the
MX200 series from Plantronics! Be heard clearly anywhere with
WindSmart® technology. You will love this unique, comfortable
headset that stays put and sounds great. Put an end to fumbling
with easy access to one-touch call answer/end with the MX203
and MX203S. You will enjoy the advantages of taking calls on your
MP3-enabled phone while listening to music, using your MX203S
stereo headset.

Plantronics MX250 Series Mobile Headsets

Stable, comfortable ﬁt
with less background noise
Discover the freedom, superior sound and sleek style of the
MX250 and MX256 from Plantronics. Excellent stability and a
secure ﬁ t are perfect when you are on-the-go! Be heard clearly
in any environment with the pivoting boom and noise-canceling
microphone. Put an end to fumbling with conveniently located
one-touch call answer/end and mute with the MX256. This
innovative headset design is perfect for your bustling life!

•

Superior stability, and lasting comfort with our unique Flex Grip®
design—perfect for your busy life!

•

Quality sound with WindSmart microphone for clear calls in
windy environments

•

Discreet, lightweight, comfortable, and provides ultimate
sound clarity

•

Excellent listening volume when you ﬁnd yourself in busy places

•

Quick placement—easy to put on, easy to take off
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>>MX256
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MX200 SERIES MOBILE HEADSETS

➔ MX200

& MX203

SMALL AND DISCREET
Compact, lightweight style
UNIQUE DESIGN

EASY-TO-USE

Flex Grip ® for
a secure and
comfortable ﬁ t

Quick one-handed
placement

➔ MX203S
CALLS AND MUSIC
Take calls or listen to stereo music
on your MP3-enabled phone
ONE-TOUCH CONTROL

WIND-NOISE
REDUCTION

Integrated call
answer/end button
(MX203 and MX203S only)

WindSmart ® microphone
for clear conversations

➔ MX250

& MX256

SLEEK AND STYLISH
Innovative design for easy one-handed placement

UNIQUE DESIGN
Flex Grip for a
secure and
comfortable ﬁ t

ADJUSTABLE FIT

UNIQUE DESIGN

Pivoting boom
microphone for
personalized ﬁ t and
ultimate voice clarity

Flex Grip for a
secure and
comfortable ﬁ t

CLEAR CONVERSATIONS
Noise-canceling microphone
reduces unwanted background
noise

WIND-NOISE
REDUCTION
WindSmart microphone
for clear conversations

DUAL CONTROLS
One-touch call
answer/end and mute
(MX256 only)

For more information about the MX200 Series
or other Plantronics products, please visit
our Web site at: www.plantronics.com
TEL:

2.5mm connector

M1 connector

N1 connector

N3 connector

For phones with standard
2.5mm headset jack

For most Motorola phones
(excluding Razr)

For Nokia phones (N1)

For Nokia phones (N3)

800-544-4660 (USA AND CANADA)
831-458-7700 (OUTSIDE USA)
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Sound Innovation for missions to the moon. And for everyday life on this planet, too.
In 1969, a Plantronics headset carried the historic ﬁrst words from the moon: “That’s one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind.” Today, we’re
the headset of choice in mission-critical applications such as air trafﬁc control and 911 dispatch. This history of proven sound innovation is the basis
for every product we build—whether it’s for work, for home or on the go.

